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We present a systematical study on the electronic transport properties of the insulating LaAlO3
(3 unit cells)/SrTiO3 interfaces capping with thin layers of La1xSrxMnO3, whose formal polarization
is continually tuned by Sr doping. When the Sr doping is lower than 2/3, the LaAlO3/SrTiO3
interfaces show metallic behaviors. The carrier mobility is almost independent on the Sr doping for
metallic interface, indicating that the capping layer does not change the density of the oxygen
vacancies and the interface intermixing. However, the sheet carrier densities monotonically decrease
as increasing Sr doping, which is ascribed to the decrease of the La1xSrxMnO3 formal polarization.
These results strongly support the intrinsic mechanism of the polar catastrophe model and provide a
C 2013 American
new approach to tailor the interface states of complex oxide heterostructures. V
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4793576]

Recently, the interfaces between two insulating oxides
have attracted a surge of interests due to the observations of
striking and fascinating phenomena.1,2 One sparkling example is the formation of a quasi-two-dimensional electron gas
(q2DEG) with high electron mobility at the interface
between SrTiO3 (STO) and LaAlO3 (LAO),3 in which a
variety of electronic phases are observed, including superconductivity,4 magnetism,5 and even the coexistence of
superconductivity and magnetism.6,7 This provides an ideal
system for the future multifunctional oxide-based electronic
devices as well as spintronic devices.8,9 These exotic electronic states can be drastically affected by many experimental factors such as epitaxial strain,10 oxygen pressure,5 laser
ablation,11 and substrate miscut angle.12 These make it difficult to identify the origin of the carriers. Some extrinsic
effects, e.g., oxygen vacancies,13,14 adsorbates such as water
or hydrogen,15,16 and interfacial intermixing,17 have been
proposed to lead to the conductive behavior at LAO/STO
interfaces. In spite of these, the intrinsic mechanism, the polar discontinuity at polar/non-polar oxide interface induced
electronic reconstruction, is commonly believed to play a
key role.18 In the intrinsic mechanism, along [001] direction,
LAO consists of alternating charged layers, (LaO)þ and
(AlO2) in the ionic limit, while STO is composed of charge
neutral layers, (SrO)0 and (TiO2)0. An electrostatic potential
is built-up in LAO film and grows with increasing LAO
thickness known as the polar catastrophe. To overcome the
electrostatic potential divergence in LAO, half an electron (or
3.2  1014 cm2) is transferred to the LAO/TiO2-terminated
STO interface, resulting in a conductive interface.
The built-in potential in LAO was experimentally verified from a vertical transport measurement.19 Moreover, the
intrinsic electronic reconstruction mechanism is strongly
supported by the observation of the conductive states for
LAO film thickness above the critical thickness of 4 unit
cells (uc) and the conductive states reversibly manipulated
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on 3 uc LAO film using a conducting atomic force microscope tip.20,21 According to the intrinsic mechanism, the critical thickness and sheet carrier density can be controlled by
varying the formal polarization of the deposited film. Indeed,
most recently, Reinle-Schmitt et al. have shown that the critical thickness scales inversely with the concentration of
LAO in the compositional film of the LAO and STO, in
which the formal polarization is tuned by the LAO concentration.22 However, due to the difficulty of making the interface identical for all samples, they found large variation of
the carrier density from sample to sample and the results
could not give the experimental support for the correlation of
the sheet carrier density and the formal polarization.22 In this
work, we present a systematical study on the electronic
transport properties of La1xSrxMnO3 (LSMO-x) films deposited on the insulating interfaces of LAO (3 uc)/STO. To
circumvent the scattering of the data from sample to sample
and rule out the effects of the unwanted experimental factors,
the LAO/STO heterostructures are prepared from the same
piece of sample and LSMO-x films are grown under the
same conditions. We find that by controlling the Sr doping
and hence the formal polarization of LSMO-x film, the
LAO/STO interface can be tuned to be metallic or insulating
and the carrier density can also be tuned without changing
the carrier mobility. These results directly support the intrinsic mechanism and provide a new approach to tune the interfacial carrier density independent with the carrier mobility.
The LAO films were grown on the TiO2-terminated STO
(001) substrates using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) from a
single crystalline LAO target by applying a KrF excimer laser
at a repetition of 2 Hz and a laser flounce of 2 J/cm2. The
sample growth temperature and oxygen pressure were 750  C
and 1  105 Torr, respectively. The thickness of LAO layer
was kept at 3 uc, which is below the critical thickness to
induce the metallic interface.20 The LAO (3 uc)/STO sample
was cut into small pieces to grow LSMO-x films with different Sr doping under the same growth conditions. The LSMOx films were deposited at 750  C in an oxygen pressure of
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5  105 Torr. The growth of LAO and LSMO-x films was
monitored by in situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and the film thickness was controlled at single
atomic level by the intensity oscillations of the RHEED spot.
A layer-by-layer growth mode was confirmed by the observation of RHEED intensity oscillations and ex situ atomic
force microscopy. After the growth of LSMO-x, the samples
were quenched to room temperature by turning off the substrate heater without subsequent annealing. This process was
demonstrated to grow high quality oxygen stoichiometric
LSMO-x films.23 The electrical transport properties were
measured in a four-probe Van der Pauw geometry with ultrasonically wire-bonded Al wires.
The atomic stacking sequences and the corresponding
planar charge distributions of LAO/STO and LSMO-x/LAO/
STO are illustrated in Fig. 1. The LAO film is composed of
alternating charged layer with 61 formal charge and half an
electron transfers to the LAO/STO interface in terms of the
intrinsic electronic reconstruction according to the polar discontinuity model. The LSMO-x film has smaller alternating
formal charge of 6(1  x), which can be continuously tuned
by Sr doping. The dielectric constants of LaMnO3 and
SrMnO3 are 15–21 and 110, respectively.24 In comparison
with the dielectric constant of 24 for LAO,22 we expect that
the dielectric constant of LSMO-x is at least comparable to
that of LAO. Therefore, the internal electric field inside
LSMO-x should be smaller than inside LAO, which should
lead to thicker LSMO-x film than LAO film to obtain metallic interface and less charge transfer into the interface to
compensate the weaker internal electric field. In our experiment, we chose Sr doping x ¼ 1/3, 2/3, 7/8 and 1 for LSMO-x
films. For x ¼ 2/3, 7/8, and 1, the bulk and epitaxially grown
films on STO (001) and LAO (001) substrates are insulating.25,26
Although the bulk LSMO-1/3 is metallic, it shows insulating
properties below the thickness of 4 nm and 5 nm grown
on STO (001) and LAO (001) substrates, respectively, with
resistivity several orders of magnitude larger than that of
typical STO/LAO conductive interface.5,27,28 Thus, it allows
us to utilize transport measurement to investigate the properties of LAO/STO interfaces with LSMO-x capping layer.
In addition, the crystalline structure of these materials is
perovskite structure and lattice constants are around 0.4 nm.

The LSMO-x films can be epitaxially grown on LAO and
STO substrates.
We first focus on studying LAO (3 uc)/STO capping
with LSMO-1/3 films. Fig. 2 shows the temperature dependence of the sheet resistance of LSMO-1/3/LAO (3 uc)/STO
with LSMO-1/3 thickness from 1 to 4 uc. The 1 uc thick
LSMO-1/3 sample is highly resistive and shows insulating
behavior. The adding of 1 uc more LSMO-1/3 film results in
a dramatic decrease of the room-temperature resistance and
a metallic behavior down to low temperature. The total critical thickness of STO and LSMO-1/3 to induce metallic interface is 5 uc, which is 1 uc thicker than that of pure LAO
film, qualitatively in agreement with above analysis. It is noted
that with further increasing LSMO-1/3 thickness, the sheet resistance gradually increases. For ultrathin LSMO-1/3 films
grown on STO and LAO, the metallic phase gradually develops and resistivity decreases as increasing film thickness,27,28
which weakens the formal polarization of LSMO-1/3 and
hence likely leads to a reduction of the induced interface
charges.
Then we fix the LAO and LSMO-x film thickness to be
3 and 4 uc, respectively, and vary the Sr doping x to investigate the correlation between the formal polarization and carrier density. A 4 uc LAO film was first deposited on LAO
(3 uc)/STO sample as a reference sample with the same
growth condition as other samples. The sheet resistance of
LSMO-x (4 uc)/LAO (3 uc)/STO for x ¼ 1/3, 2/3, 7/8, and 1
and the reference sample as a function of temperature is
given in Fig. 3. Here, LSMO-0 (4 uc)/LAO (3 uc)/STO was
not studied because ultrathin LSMO-0, i.e., LaMnO3, film
grown on STO is metallic although its bulk is insulating.29
The reference sample shows a metallic behavior and similar
sheet resistance as previous reports under similar growth
conditions,5 indicating that the growth of 3 and 4 uc thick
LAO in sequence does not change the interface properties.
For LAO/STO capping with LSMO-1, an insulating behavior
is clearly presented, which is expected since LSMO-1 is a
non-polar material. For LSMO-7/8 capped sample, the interface remains insulating with slightly decreased resistance,
which is probably due to the fact that the formal polarization
of LSMO-7/8 is too small to lead to enough charge transfer
into the LAO/STO interface to induce metallic interface. When
Sr doping decreases to 1/3 and 2/3, the room-temperature sheet

FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams of the ionic charge state of each plane of LAO
and LSMO-x/LAO on STO (001) substrates.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependent sheet resistance of LSMO-1/3/LAO (3 uc)/STO
for LSMO-1/3 thickness from 1 to 4 uc.
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependent sheet resistance of LAO (7 uc)/STO and
LSMO-x (4 uc)/LAO (3 uc)/STO with Sr doping x ¼ 1/3, 2/3, 7/8, and 1,
respectively.

resistance dramatically decreases more than one order of
magnitude and the samples show very similar metallic
behavior to the reference sample down to low temperature.
In order to understand the origin of this insulator-to-metal
by the LSMO-x capping layer, the temperature dependencies
of the sheet carrier density and the corresponding carrier mobility were extracted from the Hall effect measurements, as
shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The sheet carrier density of the
reference sample is about 1.1  1014 cm2 at room temperature, which is close to the predicted areal charge density based
on the intrinsic mechanism of polar discontinuity. In the
high-temperature region between 100 and 300 K, the carrier
densities are almost constant for all samples. Interestingly, the
carrier densities dramatically decrease with increasing Sr doping. Below 100 K, the carrier density distinctly drops for the
reference sample, which was also observed in previous
reports.30 This behavior is less pronounced for LSMO-x
capped samples. However, the carrier mobilities show almost
identical temperature dependence and the same value for all
the metallic samples [Fig. 4(b)], indicating that the decrease
of the sheet resistance [Fig. 3] is mainly due to the decrease of
carrier density as increasing Sr doping. This implies that the
LSMO-x capping layer can control the carrier density without
changing the mobility, unlike the gate electric field and the
growth oxygen pressure, which simultaneously tune the carrier density and mobility.3,31
To better present the dependence of carrier density on Sr
doped LSMO-x capping layer in Fig. 4(a), the carrier density
is normalized to the reference sample and summarized in Fig.
4(c). Clearly, the carrier density monotonically deceases as
increasing Sr doping, i.e., decreasing the formal polarization
of the capping layer. In addition to the intrinsic mechanism to
induce interfacial carriers, it is well accepted that the oxygen
vacancies and interfacial cation intermixing are the alternative
scenarios to explain the origin of the emergent carrier
density.32,33 The oxygen vacancies and interface intermixing
typically result from the high temperature film growth and/or
post-annealing process. In our study, the LAO/STO heterostructures are from the same piece of sample and the LSMO-x
films are grown under the same condition. Thus, the density
of the oxygen vacancies and interfacial intermixing at the
LAO/STO interfaces should be identical for all samples. This

FIG. 4. (a) Temperature dependent carrier density and (b) mobility of LAO
(7 uc)/STO and LSMO-x (4 uc)/LAO (3 uc)/STO with Sr doping x ¼ 1/3, 2/3,
and 7/8, respectively. The carrier density of LSMO-x (4 uc)/LAO (3 uc)/STO
is normalized to that of LAO (7 uc)/STO sample. (c) The normalized carrier
density as a function of Sr doping at 200 and 300 K. The data point at x ¼ 0
refers to the carrier density of LAO (7 uc)/STO sample

is also evidenced by the almost identical carrier mobility for
the metallic samples [Fig. 4(b)], since the carrier mobility is
also sensitive to the density of the oxygen vacancies and interface intermixing. Moreover, it was recently reported that the
carrier mobility are extremely sensitive to Mn doping.34 The
similar mobility values of LSMO-1/3 (or 2/3) capped sample
and LAO (7 uc)/STO sample suggests that the diffusion of
Mn cations to interfaces are negligible in our samples. Since
the extrinsic effects are almost identical in our samples that
are under comparison, the change of the interface carrier density of different samples is mainly caused by the LSMO-x
capping layers with different Sr doping. Our findings give a
direct and strong support for the intrinsic mechanism.
In summary, we have shown that LSMO-x layer capped
LAO (3 uc)/STO can induce a q2DEG at LAO/STO interfaces for x less than 2/3. The carrier mobility of the q2DEG is
independent of the capping layer, indicating that the capping
layer does not introduce additional oxygen vacancies and
enhance the interfacial intermixing. However, the carrier
density substantially decreases with increasing Sr doping,
which is ascribed to the decrease of the formal polarization
of LSMO-x. Our results provide a new approach to tailor the
interface states of complex oxide heterostructures, tuning the
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interfacial carrier density independent with the carrier
mobility.
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